Phase separation of RLP-Ac/PEG-Ac in PBS buffer. UV-Vis transmittance of RLP-Ac/PEG-4Ac solutions with increasing RLP-Ac/PEG-4Ac ratios with A) RLP-2Ac and B) RLP-6Ac as a function of increasing total polymer wt%. C) Transition temperature of a 10wt% solution of RLP-6Ac/PEG-4Ac with increasing amount of RLP-6Ac. Figure S5 CARS spectra A) of 10wt% RLP-6Ac and PEG-4Ac in PBS, B) the PEG-rich phase and C) the RLP-rich phase in the hydrogels. Spectra in B and C are normalized by the maximum value in the amide I region.
Figure S6
Swelling ratios for the microstructured hydrogels and also for hydrogels formed from the individual PEG-rich and RLP-rich phases after bulk phase separation. The bulk phase-separated solutions were isolated and crosslinked into hydrogels in separate samples prior to the measurement of swelling ratios. 
